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We estimate a bivariate probit model using data from a survey of Maine and New
Hampshire beachgoers to (i) assess the impact of exposure to and contact with
beach waters on safety information-seeking behaviors, and (ii) compare
information-seeking behaviors for surf conditions and water quality information.
We find that individuals who engage in certain high-contact recreation activities
(i.e., swimming, fishing, surfing) are more likely to seek out safety information
and that some potential drivers of this behavior affect searches differently for
surf conditions versus water quality information.
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Beaches are important economic, social, and cultural assets. Coastal beaches
host a range of recreation activities, from wading in calm shallows to surfing
in rough waters. These areas attract large numbers of visitors nationally: an
estimated 43 percent of the U.S. population visited a beach between 2005
and 2009 (Cordell 2012). Those who recreate on beaches often travel great
distances to visit, suggesting that they place a high economic value on these
resources. Many studies estimate the value of a recreational day on beaches
in diverse coastal systems across the nation. These estimates vary by region
and study methods, and per-person-per-day values1 range from $24.22 for
beachgoers in San Diego County (Lew and Larson 2008), to $77.56 for
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tourists on Florida beaches (Bell and Leeworthy 1990), to as much as $97.09 for
those on North Carolina beaches (Bin, Landry, Ellis, and Vogelsong 2005). When
aggregated across the large population who visit coastal beaches, this value
becomes substantial. Coastal tourism and recreation also support jobs and
businesses in coastal communities and contribute significantly to national
and state gross domestic products (National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) 2015).
Environmental change affects coastal resources and the economic and

cultural services they provide. A diverse and fluctuating set of problems
related to human development and climate change affect water quality and
surf conditions, which, in turn, affect the safety of coastal waters for
recreation. Increasing levels of impervious surface, large-scale nutrient
runoff, certain land-use changes, and failing or aging waste and
transportation infrastructures can all have negative effects on coastal water
quality (Mallin et al. 2000, Doney et al. 2012). Heavy precipitation events,
which are forecasted to occur more frequently in the coming years, are linked
to increases in risk of waterborne illness through recreational contact
(Charron et al. 2004, Patz et al. 2008). Changes in nutrient loads in coastal
waters and rising ocean temperatures are expected to cause increases in the
duration, frequency, and severity of harmful algal blooms in fresh, estuarine,
and marine waters (O’Neil et al. 2012). Rising oceans are expected to lead to
increases in riptide activity and dangerous sea life (Diaz 2006), and increases
in ocean temperatures and changes in salinity are projected to expand the
range of Vibrio2 and other waterborne pathogens (Baker-Austin et al. 2013).
As new environmental changes emerge, public health and safety risks on
coastal beaches may increase in intensity and volume in response to human
development near coastal regions and climate change; effective
communication about safety issues on dynamic beach systems is increasingly
both important and complex. Safety information about beach conditions can
help users understand the inherent risks of recreating in coastal waters.
Risks on coastal beaches range in severity: riptides and high surf increase the

likelihood of being injured or drowning while swimming (Leatherman and
Leatherman 2011); exposure to pathogens in water can result in ailments
ranging from skin rashes and gastrointestinal illness to – in very rare cases –
necrotizing fasciitis3 (Gomez et al. 2003, Wade et al. 2010). Risk of serious
consequences from swimming in coastal waters is experienced differently
across groups; immunocompromised individuals, children, and the elderly are

2 Vibrio is a group of bacteria found in coastal waters; it is most prevalent in the warmer months
(May – October) and in areas with higher water temperatures. Vibrio infection can cause
gastrointestinal distress or skin infections in humans who ingest or are exposed to the bacteria.
<http://www.cdc.gov/vibrio/index.html>
3 Necrotizing fasciitis, often called ‘flesh-eating bacteria,’ is a skin infection that is very rare but
can be life threatening. It can be contracted through contact with seawater that contains Vibrio
vulnificus (Kuo, Shieh, Chiu, and Lee, 2007).
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typically at greatest risk of the more serious health and safety issues on the
beach. Children are more likely to develop gastrointestinal illness after
contact with contaminated beach water (Wade et al. 2008). Those who swim
in the water and fully submerge are also at a higher risk for illness
associated with the bacteria or pathogens in contaminated water than those
who have lower levels of water contact (Collier et al. 2015). In addition,
children and other weak or inexperienced swimmers are more likely to be
injured or drown in riptides or rough surf (Gensini and Ashley 2010,
Drozdzewski et al. 2015).
Beach safety information is communicated onsite through flags and signage,

and off-site through forecasting and public health websites, beach condition
hotlines, and local media sources such as newspaper or radio. Studies
addressing water quality information-seeking behavior find many users are
not aware of or do not seek out water quality information, and that many are
misinformed about the quality of water at local beaches (Pendleton 2001,
Pendleton, Martin, and Webster 2001, Pratap, Sarah, and Samuel 2013).
Studies assessing the effectiveness of riptide and other dangerous surf
communication report that, on average, less than half of users notice warning
signs on the beach (Matthews, Andronaco, and Adams 2014, Brannstrom
et al. 2015). While this limited information seeking may be efficient (i.e.,
consistent with small health risks), widespread gaps in understanding of
visitor awareness, visitor health risks, beach and water conditions, and health
outcomes all undermine assessment of current trends and raise questions
about the design and performance of current programs.
Surprisingly, no published studies of which we are aware consider the

decision to seek out water quality and surf conditions information together.
Though the risks associated with surf conditions and water quality differ,
both information types allow beachgoers to better understand and assess the
safety of the same resource. Oftentimes this information is available in close
proximity: water quality advisory signs and surf conditions flags are
frequently co-located on lifeguard stands and can sometimes be found on the
same website. By focusing studies on only one type of safety information,
researchers forego interesting insights about those beachgoers who seek out
different types of safety information and the ways that beachgoers value
diverse types of beach safety information.
Responding to these broad and specific gaps in understanding, we employ

economic methods to assess information-seeking behavior for water quality
and surf conditions information. We explore the relationship between
personal characteristics and information-seeking behaviors, focusing on: (i)
how beachgoers’ exposure to and contact with coastal beach waters relate to
decisions to seek out safety information, and (ii) how the relationships
between personal characteristics and information-seeking behaviors differ
between water quality and surf conditions information.
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Context

Social science theory offers a valuable lens through which to view safety
information-seeking behavior. Economic theory and research suggest that
individuals seek out information when the costs of the information are
outweighed by its expected benefits; information helps reduce the
uncertainty associated with consumption decisions (Stigler 1961, Stiglitz
2000). Psychology and communications studies indicate that the costs
associated with seeking out information can be complex. Individuals may
actively choose to ignore or avoid information if they perceive that the
information will cause them stress or anxiety (Case et al. 2005). Individual
perceptions about the usefulness of information to decision-making can affect
whether or not an individual actively seeks out information, and may be
more influential than personal perceptions about a lack of knowledge about
the issue at hand (Osimani 2012).
The value of safety information for an individual varies based on personal

perceptions of risk as well as the factors that influence personal recreational
risk (Alberini et al. 2009). Information and perceptions about site condition,
safety, and environmental quality have an impact on the way recreators make
visitation decisions (Freeman III, Herriges, and Kling 2014). Safety information
may influence the way individuals perceive the environmental or physical
quality of a recreation site. Using data collected to describe actual water-
quality testing and advisories, research on beach recreation choices find that
beachgoers are less likely to visit a beach with poor water quality history
when making decisions between beaches (Murray, Sohngen, and Pendleton
2001, Yeh, Haab, and Sohngen 2006, Parsons et al. 2009, Song, Lupi, and
Kaplowitz 2010). Although few studies include perceptions of quality in their
models, there is some evidence that water quality perceptions are also
negatively correlated with decisions to take day trips to a beach (Jeon et al.
2005). Some studies suggest that the relationship between safety and
visitation decisions differs depending on recreational activity choice, family
composition, and other visitation preferences (Jeon et al. 2005, Hilger and
Hanemann 2006, Beharry-Borg and Scarpa 2010). Beachgoers generally prefer
safe swimming conditions, in terms of both water quality and wave height
(Penn et al. 2016), though, preference for calmer waters is not pronounced
when considering smaller wave heights (Loomis and Santiago 2013).
Given the results of past studies that suggest many users are not aware of or

do not seek out water quality and surf conditions information (Pendleton 2001,
Pendleton, Martin, and Webster 2001, Pratap, Sarah, and Samuel 2013,
Matthews, Andronaco, and Adams 2014, Brannstrom et al. 2015), there is
much that can be learned from focused research on information-seeking
behaviors, the implications of such behavior on recreation demand models of
beach visitation and their characterization of welfare impacts from changes in
environmental quality. Prior studies, which often assume full or homogenous
uptake of advisory information, offer limited guidance. Jakus and Shaw
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(2003) and Leggett (2002) are notable exceptions, providing interesting
guidance for subsequent research. We envision many ways in which the
search for safety information could change recreation demand models (e.g.,
new trip costs, additional choice variable(s), quality, heterogeneity,
uncertainty). Nonetheless, a full recreation demand model is beyond the
scope of this study. Instead, we focus explicitly on modeling decisions to seek
out beach safety information. By doing so, we contribute to the broader
recreation demand literature and draw attention to the incomplete
understanding of what drives beachgoers to seek out beach safety
information. The theoretical basis of our empirical analyses emerges from
economic theory, noting that people seek out information when the expected
benefits of the information outweigh the expected costs (Stigler 1961, Stiglitz
2000). Using unique data that document whether or not beachgoers seek
different types of beach safety information, we consider the influences of
socioeconomic characteristics, including income, and individual variation in
exposure to beach resources on expected benefits and costs and, ultimately,
the net expected returns from information search.

Methods

We use survey data to explore the potential importance of contact with and
exposure to beach resources on decisions to seek out safety information and
to examine any differences in factors that influence information-seeking
behaviors across two types of beach safety information (surf conditions and
water quality). A bivariate probit model provides the statistical foundation
for our analysis, capturing the potentially joint, discrete decisions to seek out
different types of beach safety information.

Survey Design, Administration, and Sample

Our analysis draws from a 2014 web survey designed to collect beach visitation
information from Maine and New Hampshire beachgoers, to fill in key
information gaps identified by regional stakeholders and to support research
addressing a range of human behavior and attitudes relating to beach use
and beach safety. We developed the questionnaire following tailored scientific
design principles (Dillman, Smyth, and Christian 2014) and refined the
content iteratively with input from stakeholders and colleagues across
disciplines and institutions. The web survey gathered information from
beachgoers who participated in a short intercept survey conducted in the
summer of 2014 on three beach systems in southern Maine and coastal New
Hampshire and agreed to participate in a follow-up survey. We contacted
1,259 potential respondents through email and asked them to complete a
web-based survey. We collected responses from 435 beachgoers, 336 of
whom answered the survey in full (a completed response rate of 29 percent).
Because respondents were not required to answer all questions throughout
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the survey, some of these respondents were dropped, and our final sample for
this analysis consists of 299 beachgoers.
Our sample of beachgoers represents those who participated in the intercept

survey, provided their email address for further contact, and completed the
follow-up survey in full; as such they can be considered a motivated and
engaged beachgoer group and do not necessarily represent the coastal
beachgoer population in Southern Maine and New Hampshire. Our sample
demographics closely match those of the intercept sample. The sample
consists of beachgoers primarily from northeast United States and southeast
Canada.

Dependent Variable(s)

The two binary dependent variables of our bivariate probit model describe
whether or not beachgoers broadly seek water quality and surf conditions
safety information (Table 1). To collect data on beachgoers’ information-
seeking behavior, we asked respondents whether or not they seek out beach
safety information and asked which type of information. Specifically, we
model responses to the question: ‘Do you seek out beach safety information,
and which type of information do you seek out?’ Respondents could either
seek out: (i) water quality information only, (ii) surf conditions information
only, (iii) both water quality and surf conditions information, or (iv) no safety
information at all. Using responses to these four options, we create two
binary dependent variables indicating whether respondents do or do not
seek water quality and surf conditions information. We adopt the bivariate
probit modeling specification to allow for distinct, though correlated,
individual search behaviors for these two types of safety information.

Explanatory variables

We break the factors that could impact information-seeking behavior into two
categories: (i) socioeconomic and personal characteristics, and (ii) exposure or
contact proxy variables (Table 1). Socioeconomic factors affect the costs of
searching for and processing information and the anticipated benefits of
knowing that information. Exposure and contact with coastal water affects an
individual’s health and safety risks and the potential value of information to
the individual.
As specified, INCOME and EDUCATIONwill affect the time costs of seeking out

information. A higher income implies higher time costs of searching for
information. These time costs may be proportionally less important than the
time costs for those with lower income levels, as those with lower incomes
may have greater constraints on the time that they have available to perform
information searches. We hypothesize that education will reduce the costs of
safety information. Those with higher education levels may be better
prepared to search for and process information.
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Table 1. Beach Safety Information Search: Variable Descriptions and
Dataset Values

Variable
name

Mean dataset
value Variable description

Information search

SURF INFO 50% 1 if respondent seeks out surf conditions information;
0 otherwise

WQ INFO 26% 1 if respondent seeks out water quality information;
0 otherwise

Socioeconomic characteristics

INCOME 119.5 Annual income in the thousands, calculated as the
midpoint of 10 income brackets ranging from
$10,000 to $200,000; lower bound of $10,000 and an
upper bound of $250,000

AGE 50.40 Age of respondent

EDUCATION 16.29 Approximate years of education (10¼ less than high
school; 12¼ high school graduate; 16¼ bachelor’s
degree; 20¼ graduate degree)

FEMALE 63% 1 if female; 0 otherwise

ENVORG 16% 1 if member of an environmental organization;
0 otherwise

CANADIAN 14% 1 if respondent has a Canadian home address;
0 otherwise

CHILD 28% 1 if household contains at least one child under 13;
0 otherwise

RISK INDEX 10.55 Summed responses to a series of 4 questions assessing
respondents’ risk behaviors (summed values ranged
from 4 to 28); higher values indicate tendency
toward more risky behavior

Exposure to beach water resources

FULL DAY 41% 1 if respondent spends more than 5 hours on the beach
on an average beach trip; 0 otherwise

SWIMMING 82% 1 if respondent engages in coastal swimming;
0 otherwise

FISHING 17% 1 if respondent engages in coastal fishing; 0 otherwise

SURFING 15% 1 if respondent surfs; 0 otherwise

FREQVIS 45% 1 if respondent visits an ocean beach more than once a
month; 0 otherwise

LIVES COAST 18% 1 if respondent lives within 20 km of the coast;
0 otherwise

Note: Sample of Southern Maine and New Hampshire coastal beachgoers (n¼ 299)
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AGE could affect the decision to seek out information through differences in
risk perceptions between cohorts and the connections that different age groups
make between risky behavior and health effects. Younger populations tend to
underestimate their risk of health effects when engaging in some risky
behaviors (Viscusi 1991). The relationship between age, exposure to
pollutants, and health is complex and can vary depending on the specific
disease or safety issue; for example, belief that air pollution causes asthma
decreases with age, while belief that air pollution causes bronchitis increases
with age (Howel et al. 2003). Age decreased the likelihood of eating risky
foods but had little effect on perceptions of risk, except in older cohorts,
where risk perceptions were lower (Fein et al. 2011). We include AGE2 to
allow for a nonlinear relationship between age and information-seeking
behavior; we expect that as age increases, the probability that an individual
will seek out safety information will increase but will do so at a decreasing
rate and, at a certain point, we might see the effect reverse.
Many studies find that gender affects information-seeking behavior, and in the

case of safety and environmental issues, this is often because risk attitudes or
perceptions differ between men and women. We expect that women
(FEMALE) will seek out beach safety information at a higher rate than men.
Women are generally found to engage in fewer risky behaviors than men.
especially in recreation and health domains (Byrnes, Miller, and Schafer 1999,
Nicholson et al. 2005, Harris, Jenkins, and Glaser 2006). It follows that
women will place a higher value on safety information and will be more
likely to seek it out.
Belonging to an environmental organization (ENVIRON ORG) could indicate

increased awareness of environmental issues, and there is some evidence of a
positive correlation between environmental attitudes and environmental
knowledge (Arcury 1990). We expect that environmental group membership
will increase the likelihood of seeking out safety information, because users
in these groups could be more concerned with and knowledgeable about
environmental issues such as coastal water quality impairment.
Those who are CANADIAN could seek out information differently from U.S.

citizens because of cultural differences. Canadians are generally more rule
abiding and risk averse than American citizens (Lipset 1991); we expect that
this will be reflected in their information-seeking behavior, and that
Canadians will be more likely to seek out safety information than Americans.
We expect that individuals with children (CHILD) will be more likely to seek

out either (or both) types of safety information because children face a greater
risk of injury from surf conditions (Gensini and Ashley 2010, Drozdzewski et al.
2015) and illness due to exposure to pathogens (Wade et al. 2008).
We also include a RISK INDEX variable that aims to provide an approximate

measurement of an individual’s risk behavior. Respondents were asked to
indicate on a scale from 1–7, where 1¼ never and 7¼ often, how often they
engage in certain potentially risky behaviors, including not washing hands
before eating, exposing themselves to the sun without sunscreen, eating raw
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foods, and eating expired foods. We sum the responses to this question to create
a risk index.4 We expect that as the risk index increases, i.e., the more risky the
behaviors the individual reports engaging in, the likelihood that the individual
will seek out information of either type will decrease, as not seeking out safety
information can be interpreted as a risky behavior in itself.
Exposure to or contact with beaches or beach water could have an effect on

the risks that individuals face on beaches, in turn, affecting the benefits
associated with safety information. However, the risk literature notes that
those who participate in and regard recreational activities positively can
underestimate the risks associated with those activities (Slovic et al. 2004,
McComas 2006). Disconnects between actual risk levels and perceived levels
of risk can emerge based on media coverage or personal recall of incidences,
biasing beachgoers’ risk perceptions, either causing them to underestimate or
overestimate the probability that they will experience a given risky event
(Fischhoff, Bostrom and Quadrel 1993, McComas 2006, Sunstein and
Zeckhauser 2011).5 We include several proxies for exposure to beach
resources, including both intensity of exposure (FULL DAY, FISHING,
SWIMMING, SURFING), and frequency of exposure (FREQVIS). We also
include a dummy variable to identify individuals who live near the coast
(LIVES COAST), because we expect these users will also be indirectly exposed
to ocean resources more often than those who live further away. We
hypothesize that these exposure and contact variables will influence the
perceived risk of illness or injury on beaches, in one of two ways. These
users may understand that they are at a higher risk of becoming sick or
injured from recreating in ocean waters, perhaps recalling past experiences
where they have had safety issues during beach recreation. They may seek
out safety information to help mitigate this risk. Alternatively, if beachgoers
have positive associations with coastal recreation, they may assume that their
risks are low and will choose not to seek out safety information. There may
be differences between water quality and surf conditions information-seeking
behaviors, as there are different risks associated with each, and there may be
differences in past experiences linked with each.

4 We tested the variables we include in our risk index for reliability using Chronbach’s alpha,
which is used to test the strength of the relationship between multiple related variables. The
Chronbach’s alpha value for the four risk variables is 0.414. Variables with a strong relationship
typically have Chronbach’s alpha values of 0.7 or above. With these test results in mind, we
made the decision to sum the variables, rather than use the average value across the four
variables. Summing the variables allows for us to better model ranges of responses, while
averaging may smooth responses and eliminate interesting variation.
5 The most commonly referenced example relates to shark attacks. In 2001, there was an
increase in media coverage of shark attacks and an associated fear of swimming in ocean
waters by the general public. There was no statistical increased risk of shark attack in 2001
(and some statisticians note that there were actually fewer recorded shark attacks than in
previous years).
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Analysis

We model beach safety information-seeking behavior using a bivariate probit
model, where we assume that the net expected return from a particular
information-seeking behavior (Y*iWATER and Y*iSURF) is a function of
individual characteristics (Xi), and unobservable factors (εij). We represent
individual characteristics (Xi) using vectors of socioeconomic characteristics,
including income and individual variation in exposure to water on the beach.
Following Greene (2003), the specification for the bivariate probit model
becomes:

Y �
iWATER ¼ β0WATERXi þ εiWATER; YiWATER ¼ 1 if Y�

iWATER > 0, 0 otherwise;

Y�
iSURF ¼ β0SURFXi þ εiSURF ; YiSURF ¼ 1 if Y�

iSURF > 0; 0 otherwise;

where we assign the net return derived by individual i from selecting a given
information-seeking alternative j (i.e., WATER or SURF) as Y�

ij and denote this
as a linear, additive function of Xi, a vector of associated parameters to be
estimated (βj), and εij. We assume εWATER and εSURF are distributed bivariate
normal, with expected value of εj equal to 0 and variance of εj equal to 1. We
specify the covariance between εWATER and εSURF to be a parameter to be
estimated ρ. This specification allows for the disturbances to be correlated
across the two equations.

We estimate the bivariate probit model and parameters using maximum
likelihood estimation. Prior to estimation, we generated descriptive statistics
for the dependent and explanatory variables and test for multicollinearity
among the explanatory variables (as a result, we decide to drop education
from the final models because of its correlation with income). We conducted
multiple forms of robustness checks. We estimate binary probit models
(without correlated disturbances) for comparison and contrast; these
estimates also informed formal statistical testing of ρ as significantly different
from zero. In addition to the binary probit models, we estimate a multinomial
logit (MNL) model across the original four information-seeking response
options. We ultimately decide that the MNL approach was inappropriate due
to the MNL’s independence of irrelevant alternatives (IIA) property, which
stipulates that the relative probability of choosing one alternative over
another is independent of any other alternative (Hausman and McFadden
1984, Train 2009). In our case, the similarity of three of the four choice
categories raised concerns about the MNL model’s treatment of substitution
across these options. Instead, we opt to combine choice categories and focus
on decisions to seek out water quality safety information and surf conditions
information within the bivariate probit framework. To address our two focal
research questions, we complete joint and individual statistical tests of the
estimated parameters.
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Results and Discussion

The majority of our sample report that they seek out some type of beach safety
information, with more seeking out surf conditions than water quality
conditions; 34 percent seek out only surf conditions, 10 percent seek out
only water quality conditions, and 16 percent seek out both types of
information. The remainder our sample (40 percent) seek out neither type of
beach safety information. The results of the bivariate probit model reveal
interesting patterns in the factors that affect decisions to seek out safety
information (see Table 2 for full binary and bivariate probit results, and
Table 3 for key bivariate probit results). Global significance tests reveal that
the model outperforms the intercept-only model (Wald test statistic¼ 88.46;
p-value¼<0.001). Further, likelihood ratio testing rejects the hypothesis that
ρ equals 0 (likelihood ratio test¼ 8.55; p-value¼ 0.004), favoring the
bivariate probit specification over the distinct binary probit models (shown
in Table 2). Our results were consistent across the binary probit and MNL
specifications of the model (full results are available upon request).
We discuss statistically significant results in greater detail below (coefficients

with p-values of 10 percent or less); some results are not discussed at length
because of statistical insignificance. We include AGE and AGE2 in our models
to allow for varying effects of age on decisions to seek out information (i.e.,
we expect age to affect decision-making, but that this effect will lessen at
higher ages). We jointly test the hypothesis that the parameters associated
with AGE and AGE2 are statistically significantly different than zero, and fail
to reject the null hypothesis at the 5 percent level; although the parameter
associated with AGE2 is significant in some of our results, we do not discuss
the effect of age on information-seeking, because the joint results are
insignificant.
To address our first research question, ‘How do beachgoers’ exposure to and

contact with beach resources relate to decisions to seek out beach safety
information?’ we test the joint hypothesis that the coefficients for the
exposure and contact proxy variables are all equal to zero and scrutinize
individual coefficient estimates as well. Joint tests of significance by equation
reject the hypothesis that exposure and contact coefficients are equal to zero
(WATER Wald test statistic¼ 24.11, p-value < 0.001; SURF Wald test
statistic¼ 42.50, p-value < 0.001). Further, consistent with our expectations,
our model reveals many statistically significant associations between
information search and our high-contact recreation variables (swimming,
fishing and surfing). Those who have high contact with water resources are
also at a greater risk of illness or injury from hazardous water quality
conditions, and safety information could be more valuable to their decisions
to engage in these activities on a given day. Those who swim in coastal
waters are more likely to seek out all types of safety information; swimmers
are more likely to be exposed to pathogens in water or be affected by high
surf conditions than those beachgoers who do not swim. Those who fish in
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Table 2. Beach Safety Information-Seeking Behavior Model Results

Binary Probit Bivariate Probit

Variable WATER SURF WATER SURF

AGE �0.063 �0.060 �0.061 �0.060

(0.043) (0.044) (0.428) (0.044)

AGE2 0.001 0.001* 0.001 0.001*

(<0.001) (<0.001) (<0.001) (<0.001)

FEMALE �0.214 0.463*** �0.218 0.491***

(0.181) (0.178) (0.181) (0.179)

INCOME 0.002* �0.001 0.002 �0.001

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

ENVORG 0.151 0.460** 0.152 0.471**

(0.227) (0.222) (0.226) (0.221)

CANADIAN 0.603** �0.361 0.634** �0.375

(0.262) (0.272) (0.263) (0.272)

CHILD �0.138 �0.074 �0.112 �0.113

(0.260) (0.241) (0.208) (0.199)

RISK INDEX �0.011 �0.045** �0.010 �0.043**

(0.222) (0.021) (0.022) (0.021)

FULL DAY �0.063 0.331** �0.081 0.328**

(0.175) (0.167) (0.176) (0.167)

SWIMMING 0.642** 0.598*** 0.684*** 0.636***

(0.253) (0.229) (0.256) (0.230)

FISHING 0.550*** 0.380* 0.557** 0.401*

(0.213) (0.221) (0.216) (0.224)

SURFING �0.763*** 0.601*** �0.748*** 0.621***

(0.267) (0.231) (0.265) (0.232)

FREQVIS 0.297 0.344** 0.315* 0.332*

(0.187) (0.172) (0.188) (0.173)

LIVES COAST �0.070 �0.755*** �0.078 �0.747***

(0.224) (0.225) (0.222) (0.224)

ρ – – 0.324***

AIC 336.635 373.437 703.335

Log likelihood �153.318 �171.718 �320.629

Global Wald Test 30.230*** 56.550*** 30.550*** 57.470***

Notes: Single asterisks, double asterisks, and triple asterisks indicate statistical significance at the 10-
percent, 5-percent and 1-percent level, respectively. Significant results are also bolded in the table.
The numbers in parentheses beneath the parameter estimates are standard errors. For the bivariate
probit model, rho (ρ) is the correlation of the errors between the two model specifications.
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coastal waters are also more likely to seek out both surf conditions and water
quality conditions; the quality of a day for fishing may be affected by surf
conditions, and it is logical that those who fish would want to ensure that
their catch was coming from reliably healthy waters.
Those who surf in coastal waters are more likely to seek out surf conditions

information; surf conditions information influences decisions to surf, though it
may be that these users are not seeking out this information to avoid risk, and
high surf positively influences their decision to make a trip to the beach.
Surprisingly, we observe a negative relationship between surfing and seeking
out water quality information. This is counter to what we might expect from
the risk profiles of recreation activities: surfing presents greater risks of
illness from exposure to polluted waters than other beach recreation
activities, as surfers are more likely to involuntarily ingest water or
unexpectedly submerge than typical recreational swimmers (Turbow, Kent,
and Jiang 2008, Tseng and Jiang 2012, Harding et al. 2015). In fact, high surf
frequently occurs after or during a storm event when water quality is often
compromised (Tseng and Jiang 2012). However, it is likely that surfers are
less risk averse than the general population when it comes to beach
recreation; they seek out information not to mitigate their risk but to find
whether the conditions are favorable for surfing, and water quality
information might not serve a purpose to surfers in this context. We find
some evidence of this in our sample: the ‘risk index’ of surfers is slightly
higher than that of nonsurfers; we expect that actual beach risk perceptions
differ more dramatically between surfers and nonsurfers, as our risk index
does not include recreation-based risk-taking behaviors. Surfers as a group
can be considered sensation seekers and risk takers (Stranger 1999), and
many surfers consider surfing to be a risky sport (Scott 2016, Scott and
Rogers 2016b). Some evidence suggests that surfers have knowingly chosen
to surf during a water quality advisory (29 percent to 37 percent, depending
on the study and region) or when they otherwise suspected that the water
quality was impaired (Harding et al. 2015, Scott 2016, Scott and Rogers
2016a). Additionally, surfing is popular in the off season, when beach water
quality conditions are not regularly monitored or communicated to the public.
Indirect exposure to beaches also affects information-seeking behaviors.

Those who visit beaches at least once per month are more likely to seek out
surf conditions information, while those who live within 20 km of the coast
are less likely to seek out surf conditions information. This result is
interesting – it may be that those who live by the beach rely on experiential
knowledge or their familiarity with beaches to make decisions about visiting
a beach (Park and Lessig 1981, Samuelson and Zeckhauser 1988, Haab and
Hicks 1999, Hicks and Strand 2000, Parsons, Massey and Tomasi 2000). It
could also be that these beachgoers have a beach that they consistently visit,
and they may use their past experiences at this beach or other beaches to
inform their decisions about safety, rather than formal information (Fischhoff,
Bostrom and Quadrel 1993, McComas 2006, Sunstein and Zeckhauser 2011).
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Table 3. Statistically Significant Factors Affecting Surf Conditions and Water Quality Information-Seeking
Behavior, Bivariate Probit Model

Variable SURF CONDITIONS WATER QUALITY

Impact BOTH surf conditions and water quality information-seeking behavior SWIMMING þ þ
FISHING þ þ
SURFING þ �
FREQVIS þ þ

Impact ONLY surf conditions information-seeking behavior ENVORG þ
FULL DAY þ
FEMALE þ
LIVES COAST �
RISK INDEX �

Impacts ONLY water quality information-seeking behavior CANADIAN þ
Notes: A (þ) indicates that the variable is positive, and statistically significant at the 10-percent level, a (�) indicates the variable is negative, and statistically
significant at the 10-percent level, and a blank result indicates that the variable is not statistically significant at the 10-percent level.
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To address our second research question, ‘How do the relationships between
personal characteristics and decisions to seek out safety information differ
between water quality information and surf conditions information?’ we also
use tests of joint parameter significance and scrutinize individual parameter
estimates (Table 4). We test the null hypotheses that the coefficients for each
variable are equal across the two different models (i.e., types of safety
information). Specifically, we test for differences between surf conditions and
water quality information coefficient values. We conclude that there are some
differences in the factors that influence decisions to seek out different types
of safety information.
Of the socioeconomic variables, FEMALE, INCOME, and CANADIAN

coefficients are significantly different between water quality and surf
conditions. Females are more likely to seek out surf conditions information;
this generally aligns with our expectations, as females are typically more risk
averse and will seek out safety information in accordance with their risk
profiles (Halek, Martin, and Eisenhauer 2001, Eckel and Grossman 2008).
However, we expect this relationship to hold between females and water
quality information as well, and our results indicate a negative, though
insignificant, relationship between females and water quality information. We
find that Canadians are more likely to seek out water quality information. In
addition to sociocultural differences between Canadians and Americans
(Lipset 1990), these results may reflect differences in the way water quality
information is displayed on Canadian beaches. Twenty-six beaches in Canada
are certified ‘Blue Flag’ beaches, though most of these are Great Lakes
beaches; Blue Flag beaches meet a set of criteria that includes environmental
education outreach and compliance with rigorous water quality monitoring
and communication standards. Currently, no U.S. beaches participate in the
Blue Flag program, and this may help to explain the difference in water
quality information-seeking behaviors between Canadians and U.S. citizens.
There are also some significant differences in the effect of exposure and

contact proxy variables across the water quality and surf models. The
SURFING coefficients are statistically significantly different, aligning with our
prior findings on contact and exposure and other studies of surfers (Stranger
1999, Harding et al. 2015, Scott 2016). Notably, those who surf at coastal
beaches are more likely to seek out surf conditions information and less
likely to seek out water quality information. We also find a statistically
significant difference between the coefficients on LIVES COAST in the two
equations. Though the coefficient on this variable is negative in water quality
and surf conditions models, the LIVES COAST coefficient is only statistically
significant and negative in the surf conditions model.
In addition to reviewing our regression results in the context of our research

questions, we acknowledge the surprising result, generally, of finding no
association between having children in the household (CHILD) and
information-seeking behavior. This goes against our initial expectations of
parents to be more likely to seek out safety information. Alberini et al.
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Table 4. Assessing Differences in Factors Influencing Information-Seeking Behaviors

Bivariate Probit Parameter Estimates

Variable WATER SURF Wald Test Statistic

AGE �0.061 �0.060 <0.00

AGE2 0.001 0.001*

FEMALE �0.218 0.491*** 9.34***

INCOME 0.002 �0.001 3.02*

ENVORG 0.152 0.471** 1.23

CANADIAN 0.634** �0.375 8.55***

CHILD �0.112 �0.113 <0.00

RISK INDEX �0.010 �0.043** 1.44

FULL DAY �0.081 0.328** 3.40*

SWIMMING 0.684*** 0.636*** 0.02

FISHING 0.557** 0.401* 0.31

SURFING �0.748*** 0.621*** 17.57***

FREQVIS 0.315* 0.332* 0.01

LIVES COAST �0.078 �0.747*** 5.42**

Notes: The Wald test statistics displayed in this table are the result of a series of Wald tests where the null hypothesis is that the coefficient values are equal
across water quality and surf models. Single asterisks, double asterisks and triple asterisks indicate statistical significance at the 10-percent, 5-percent, and
1-percent level, respectively. Significant Wald test results are also bolded in the table.
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(2009) find a negative relationship between the value of avalanche safety
information and parents of children, and Hilger and Hannemann (2008) find
that families with children have a lower willingness to pay for improvements
in water quality on beaches. Given that children are at a higher risk for
multiple health and safety hazards in recreation contexts, the relationship
between information-seeking behaviors and the presence of children in the
household merits future investigation.

Conclusions

A greater proportion of beachgoers seek out surf conditions information
compared with water quality information, and this, in addition to our
regression results, suggests that beachgoers regard the net returns from each
type of safety information differently. Those who engage in certain high-
contact recreation activities in the ocean (swimming, fishing), are more likely
to seek out either type of safety information; these results are encouraging
from a public health and safety perspective, as we expect these beachgoers to
be at a higher risk on the beach than those who have less water contact. Our
findings with respect to surfers (positive association with surfing conditions
information-seeking; negative association with water quality information-
seeking) provide additional support for prior research findings encouraging
more risk communication with these recreators (Harding et al. 2015, Scott
2016, Scott and Rogers 2016b). Jointly communicating information about
water quality with surf conditions information may allow this information to
reach a broader audience. Given uncertainty about future coastal safety
conditions, which can be impacted by environmental changes as well as
changes in surrounding communities’ development patterns, we cannot
assume that beach recreation risks today will reflect those of tomorrow.
Identifying vulnerable beachgoers who may not be actively seeking safety
information (e.g., parents of young children) and developing communication
plans to reach these beachgoers, is an important way to proactively address
future public health and safety issues on coastal beaches.
While we find interesting systematic patterns among beachgoers’

information-seeking behaviors, we would also like to address a few
limitations of our study in terms of scope and specificity and to qualify the
results of our exploratory econometric analysis. We designed the survey
questions to be intentionally broad, in part because we were limited in space,
and in part because we were interested in general patterns in information-
seeking behavior from our respondents. The general nature of our survey
responses prevented us from modeling and understanding site-specific
relationships. Further, we analyze a sample that is drawn from an intercept
sample of beachgoers. Hence, we expect the typical bias and stratification
associated with onsite surveys, namely truncation (i.e., the dataset does not
include nonusers of Maine and New Hampshire beaches) and endogenous
stratification (i.e., people who visit beaches in our study set more frequently
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are more likely to be sampled than those who visit beaches in our study set less
frequently) (Shaw 1988, Englin and Shonkwiler 1995). While this limits the
application of our results to broader groups of people, our sample does
potentially focus on those most at risk (i.e., beachgoers). In addition to
sample selection bias, we recognize the potential for endogenous explanatory
variables in our regression models, especially with our contact and exposure
proxy variables; for example, engagement in beach recreation activities such
as swimming could both influence and be influenced by information-seeking
behaviors. Finally, while our analysis is performed statically, information-
seeking could be viewed as a dynamic problem – beachgoers may learn from
information or experiences over time, which may affect their risk perceptions
and their behaviors (e.g., Mangel and Clark 1983). Collectively, these
limitations bound the interpretation of our findings (e.g., potential for biased
coefficients) and offer guidance for future research.
Our study serves as an exploration of the relationship between information-

seeking behaviors, experience, and personal characteristics, but we do not
intend to imply causality in these results; rather, we believe this research
forms a foundation for further study of the factors that drive beach safety
information-seeking behavior, and lends itself to some valuable extensions for
future work. We identify a need for a more detailed examination of the
interactions between information-seeking behavior and beach recreation
choices. For those who look to quantify the value of improvements in water
quality on our coastal beaches through recreation demand modeling, it may
not be valid to assume that beachgoers know about the safety and
environmental quality conditions at the beach. Incorporating targeted
information-seeking behaviors into site choice models will allow for the
evaluation of information-seeking behaviors in the context of measured, site-
specific water quality levels. This approach may advance the understanding of
relationships that may exist between information-seeking behaviors and actual
conditions and prove invaluable to public health officials charged with
ensuring that health and safety information is communicated effectively to
beachgoers. In addition, media coverage of harmful events on beaches may
affect the way individuals perceive risks on beaches and seek out safety
information (McComas 2006, Sunstein and Zeckhauser 2011), as Fein et al
(2011) find with risk perceptions and behaviors related to food-borne
illnesses. A media analysis of the coverage of illnesses related to water quality
or surf-related injuries would help place beach behaviors and risk perceptions
in the broad context of information available to beachgoers. Future work that
more fully addresses the interactions among beach information and recreation
choices offers great potential to inform understanding of decision making and
to support improved coastal management. Better assessing the scale at which
the individuals search for information, the time they dedicate to finding
information, their perceptions of risks, and the relationship between
information searching and their intensity of high-contact recreation activities
will permit more systematic study of our focal research questions.
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Finally, while understanding the relationship between personal
characteristics or behaviors and decisions to seek out safety information is
valuable, the act of seeking out information does not necessarily lead to a
change in behavior; behavior change occurs over stages, and the framing of
information can affect behavioral responses in different ways, depending on
the stage (Pelletier and Sharp 2008). Framing should help alert individuals
about the intrinsic costs and benefits over extrinsic costs and benefits; this
helps motivate behavior changes and the maintenance of these behavior
changes over time (Pelletier and Sharp 2008). Building upon this work by
exploring the effects of safety information on decisions to visit beaches or
engage in high-contact ocean recreation activities will help us conceptualize
how diverse beachgoers perceive their risks on coastal beaches and how they
modify their behavior in response to safety information.
Our research establishes connections between recreation activity engagement

and safety information-seeking behavior. These results begin to fill critical
information gaps for coastal resource managers and public health officials
who monitor the safety of beaches for public use, but know little about who
seeks out this safety information. Better understanding of how users seek out
and use safety information becomes increasingly important as future changes
in climate and human development near the coast may increase the health
and safety risks of coastal recreation.
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